
SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Business Challenge
Organizations struggle with focus and upkeep on security tools within their 
security environment, these gaps put them at greater risk and continually 
grows the threat landscape. Without integrating Tenable’s vulnerability 
data into the Stellar Cyber security orchestration, automation and response 
platform, organizations are left without a way to utilize automated workflows 
and maximize resources for accelerated incident response.

Solution
The Stellar Cyber integration with Tenable combines Tenable’s Cyber Exposure 
insights with the Stellar Cyber Starlight Platform for complete visibility into an 
organization’s security infrastructure and attack surface. Security and IT teams 
are provided with management insights, configured workflows and real time 
dashboards to automate time-intensive, manual processes for streamlined 
incident response.

Value
The Stellar Cyber integration for Tenable provides the ability to:

• Provide pre-defined parameters for running Vulnerability Management 
scans without requiring knowledge about Vulnerability Management 
configuration & internal network infrastructure

• Define approval processes for running one-off infrastructure 
vulnerability scans

• Allow for the creation of automated workflows across security tools

• Centralize your vulnerability insights by viewing a single dashboard

• Improve vulnerability and asset data from Tenable

Tenable for Stellar Cyber
Improve Incident Response with Security Orchestration, 
Automation and Response

Technology 
Components

• Tenable.sc Version 5.10 or higher

• Stellar Cyber Starlight Platform
3.3 or higher

Key Benefits
• Improve incident response time

• Improve processes with configured
workflows

• Automate your teams manual tasks

• Connect Tenable to disparate
security tools

http://www.tenable.com
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ABOUT TENABLE

Tenable®, Inc. is the Cyber 
Exposure company. Over 30,000 
organizations around the globe 
rely on Tenable to understand and 
reduce cyber risk. As the creator 
of Nessus®, Tenable extended 
its expertise in vulnerabilities to 
deliver the world’s first platform to 
see and secure any digital asset on 
any computing platform. Tenable 
customers include more than 50 
percent of the Fortune 500, more 
than 30 percent of the Global 2000 
and large government agencies.
Learn more at www.tenable.com.

ABOUT STELLAR CYBER

Stellar Cyber makes Starlight, 
the only comprehensive 
Open-XDR security platform 
providing maximum protection 
of applications and data wherever 
they reside and automatically 
responding to attacks wherever 
they occur. Starlight tightly 
integrates dozens of security 
applications from an App Store 
and presents results in an intuitive 
dashboard to supercharge analyst 
productivity by slashing attack 
response times to seconds or 
minutes. Starlight deploys easily 
on premises, in public clouds or 
with service providers. Stellar Cyber 
is based in Silicon Valley and is 
backed by Valley Capital Partners, 
Northern Light Venture Capital, 
SIG and other investors.
Learn more at stellarcyber.ai
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More Information
You can get the latest app here: tenable.com/products/tenable-sc/evaluate 

For support please contact: stellarcyber.ai/support

Features
For Tenable.sc, you can:

• Get all Vulnerabilities

• Get all Assets

The Diagram shows a dashboard that allows security and IT teams to have 
full visibility into their security infrastructure and attack surface.

http://www.tenable.com
http://stellarcyber.ai
https://www.tenable.com/products/tenable-sc?utm_campaign=00019203&utm_medium=SO&utm_content=demo-trial-tsc&utm_source=StellarCyber
https://stellarcyber.ai/support/



